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Abstract: The development and validation of a novel enhanced chemiluminescence enzyme im-
munoassay (CLEIA) with excellent sensitivity for the quantification of monoclonal antibodies (mAbs)
used for immunotherapy of cancer are described in this paper for the first time. The 96-microwell
plates were used for the assay procedures, which involved the non-competitive binding reaction to
a specific antigen. The immune complex of the antigen-mAb formed on the internal surface of the
plate wells was quantified by a novel chemiluminescence (CL)-producing horseradish peroxidase
(HRP) reaction. The reaction employed 4-(imidazol-1-yl)phenol (IMP) as a highly potent signal
enhancer for the HRP-luminol–hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) CL reaction. The proposed CLEIA was
developed for bevacizumab (BEV), as a representative example for mAbs. The CLEIA was validated
in accordance with the immunoassay validation for bioanalysis standards, and all of the validation
criteria were met. The assay’s limit of detection (LOD) and limit of quantitation (LOQ) were 9.3 and
28.2 pg mL−1, respectively, with a working dynamic range of 10–400 pg mL−1. The assay enables
the accurate and precise quantitation of mAbs in human plasma samples without any interference
from endogenous substances and/or plasma matrix. The novel CLEIA was compared in terms of
dynamic range and sensitivity with other pre-validated enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA)
using HRP/colorimetric substrate as a detection system and the observed differences were explained.
The CLEIA protocol’s ease of use, high throughput, and simplicity allows to analyze numerous
samples in clinical settings. The proposed CLEIA has a significant benefit in the assessment of mAbs
in clinical settings for the evaluation of their pharmacokinetics, pharmacodynamics, therapeutic
drug monitoring, and refining their safety profiles, opening a new era for a better understanding of
pharmacodynamics at the cellular level.

Keywords: cancer immunotherapy; monoclonal antibodies; chemiluminescence enzyme immunoassay;
horseradish peroxidase; luminol-hydrogen peroxide system

1. Introduction

Immunotherapy is a very efficient approach in the treatment of different types/stages
of cancer [1–3]. The most important and promising medicines used for immunotherapy
of cancer are human/or humanized monoclonal antibodies (mAbs). These mAbs can
promote/assist the immune system of the human body in identifying and striking cancer
cells [4–6]. These mAbs can offer better features and advantages over the small chemother-
apeutic molecules, e.g., tyrosine kinase inhibitors, etc., in regard to pharmacokinetic,
pharmacodynamic properties and the induction of side effects. Therefore, the generation
and manufacturing of therapeutic mAbs has come to represent one of the most growing
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fields attracting the attraction of pharmaceutical/biotechnological industries [7–10]. The
Food and Drug Administration (FDA) has approved more than 20 mAbs so far for use in
the immunotherapy of various malignancies. [11]. The therapeutic benefits of most mAbs
depend on their pharmacokinetic profiles which are not linear. This pattern is partly due to
the neonatal Fc receptor which acts in the catabolism of mAbs before reaching the blood
stream and binding to their targets [12–15]. Therefore, a closer monitoring of their plasma
levels during therapy is necessary.

For the bioanalysis of therapeutic mAbs, liquid chromatography-tandem mass spec-
trometry (LC-MS/MS) methods with adequate sensitivity have been developed [16–20].
However, these methods suffer from many major drawbacks. These drawbacks include
the time-consuming procedures used for the purification of the complex sample matri-
ces, length of procedures for digestion by trypsin, and lack of a clear strategy to develop
the proper LC-MS/MS method. Furthermore, LC-MS/MS instruments are cost-intensive,
and thus not available in most clinical laboratories, especially those in poor third-world
countries. These drawbacks limit the wide use of the technique in clinical laboratories.
Several approaches have been developed to overcome these drawbacks, such as making the
samples trypsin digestion and purification procedures simpler and faster [17–19]. However,
many challenges in sample preparation remain. These challenges include the denaturation,
reduction, and alkylation of mAbs before the digestion process. Furthermore, some of the
LC-MS/MS methods suffer from the inconsistency of the peaks [20], poor precision of the
results, and the time-intensive analysis protocol [21,22].

Basically, immunoassays represent a potentially endorsed alternative technique for
the bioanalysis of mAbs by virtue of their intrinsic high specificity, sensitivity, and through-
put analysis in clinical laboratories [23]. Different immunoassay platforms have been
developed for the bioanalysis of mAbs. Beer et al. [24] described a flow cytometry-based
microsphere immunoassay for the quantitation of mAb concentrations in human vitreous
humor [24]. However, the results of the assay were imprecise owing to the use of micro-
spheres suspension to carry out the binding reaction. Recently, our laboratory developed an
automated flow-based immunoassay for the bioanalysis of therapeutic mAbs by interfacing
their immune reaction to the KinExA™ 3200 biosensor [25]. The results of the assay were
precise. However, the KinExA™ 3200 biosensor is not a common instrument in most clinical
laboratories. Plate-based enzyme-linked immunosorbent assays (ELISAs) represent a better
alternative approach for the bioanalysis of mAbs, and accordingly, different ELISAs have
been developed for mAbs [26–31]. Most of these ELISAs relied on the immobilization of
anti-idiotype antibodies for capturing the mAbs from their sample solutions. This approach,
as expected, gave false positive results because of the non-specific binding of similar human
IgG antibodies in the samples to the immobilized anti-idiotype antibodies [26]. Besides,
some of these assays had low precision (the coefficients of variation were >20%), poor
accuracy, and limited sensitivity because they used enzymes/colorimetric substrates for
detection. For these reasons, the search for new, more efficient immunoassays for the
bioanalysis of therapeutic mAbs is seriously important.

In recent years, chemiluminescence enzyme immunoassays (CLEIAs) have received
great attention and been applied in different fields, such as pharmacology and molecular
biology [32,33]. CLEIAs have higher sensitivity and wider dynamic range over the color
signal based ELISAs. In addition, CLEIAs have sensitivity as high as the radioimmunoassay,
but in contrast are not hazardous to health. To the best of our knowledge, no CLEIA exists
in the available literature for the bioanalysis of therapeutic mAbs. In the present study, we
developed a novel enhanced CLEIA for the quantification of mAbs in plasma samples by
the employment of 4-(1-imidazolyl)phenol (IMP) as a CL enhancer for the HRP-luminol-
H2O2 reaction. There were two phases to the study’s experiments. The goal of the initial
investigations was to determine the ideal CL conditions in the continued presence of
IMP and to adapt the ideal immunoassay techniques developed in our laboratory [27].
The CLEIA was then validated in terms of its practical usefulness, sensitivity, accuracy,
precision, and specificity. The current CLEIA was established for bevacizumab (BEV) as a
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model for the mAbs used in cancer immunotherapy. The assay provided higher sensitivity
than any existing assay for mAbs. Accordingly, it enabled the quantitation of mAbs at
concentrations much lower than the other existing assays.

2. Experimental
2.1. Instruments

Multifunctional (absorbance, fluorescence, chemiluminescence) microplate/cuvette
reader (Spectramax M5: Molecular Devices, San Jose, CA, USA). Automatic microplate
strip washer (MW-12A: Bio-Medical Electronics Co., Ltd., Shenzhen, China). Biofuge cen-
trifuge (Z206A: Hermle Labortechnik, Wehingen Germany). Microprocessor laboratory
pH meter (Mettler-Toledo International Inc., Zürich, Switzerland). Electric digital balance
(JB1603-C/FACT: Mettler-Toledo International Inc., Zürich, Switzerland). Incubator
(Sanyo MIR162: Onoda, Japan). Biocool fridge (Sanyo MPR-311D: Onoda, Japan). Vortex
(Clifton cyclone CM1: Weston, UK). Biomedical freezer (Sanyo MDF-U5312: Onoda, Japan).
Milli-Q water purification system (Millipore Ltd., Bedford, MA, USA).

2.2. Materials

BEV was obtained from BOC Sciences (Jersey City, NJ, USA). Recombinant human
vascular epidermal growth factor receptor protein (VEGF) was purchased from R&D
Systems (Lille, France). Goat anti-human HRP-IgG conjugate and bovine serum albumin
(BSA) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich Chemicals Co. (St. Louis, MO, USA). Luminol
was purchased from ABCR GmbH (Karlsruhe, Germany). 4-(Imidazol-1-yl)phenol (IMP)
was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich Chemicals Co. (St. Louis City, MO, USA). Hydrogen
peroxide was purchased from Merck (Jersey City, NJ, USA). White opaque flat-bottom high
binding 96-well plates for chemiluminescence were purchased from Corning/Costar Inc.
(Corning, NY, USA). King Khalid University Hospital in Riyadh, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
provided human plasma samples, which were stored frozen at −20 ◦C until they were
utilized in the experiment. All other chemical/reagents and buffer components used
throughout the work were of analytical grade.

2.3. Buffer Solutions

Carbonate buffer (50 mM, pH 9.6) was used as coating buffer of VEGF protein onto
the assay wells. Phosphate buffer saline (PBS) solution (0.1 mM, pH 7.4) was utilized for
binding of BEV and HRP-IgG conjugate to the assay plate wells. PBS containing Tween-20
(PBS-T; 0.05%, v/v) was used for washing the wells of the assay plates. The wells of the
assay plates were blocked using PBS containing BSA (2%, w/v). Britton-Robinson buffer
solution of varying pH values (6–6.5 and 9.5–11) was prepared. The solution consisted of
0.0286 M citric acid, 0.0286 M monopotassium phosphate, 0.0286 M boric acid, and 0.0286 M
and 0.0286 M hydrochloric acid, and the pH values were adjusted to the desired values
with 0.2 M sodium hydroxide. Details of the preparation of these buffer solutions were
described in our previous study [27]. Tris-HCl buffer (0.1 M, pH 8.5) was prepared by
dissolving 12.1 g of tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane hydrochloride in approximately
800 mL water, the pH was adjusted to 8.5, and the buffer solution was completed to 1 L
with water. Tris-HCl buffer was used for the CL-producing reaction.

2.4. Solutions of BEV and VEGF

By reconstituting 5 mg of the lyophilized substance in 5 mL PBS, the stock solution of
BEV (1 mg mL−1) was obtained. The working solution (1 µg mL−1) was carefully prepared
by appropriately diluting the stock solution in PBS. The stock solution was kept at −20 ◦C
and the working solution was kept at 4 ◦C until use.

The stock solution of VEGF (100 µg mL−1) was prepared, as per the supplier instruc-
tions, by reconstituting an accurate amount (0.5 mg) of the lyophilized protein in PBS
containing BSA (0.1%, w/v). Until usage, the solution was kept frozen at −20◦C. The
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stock solution of VEGF was diluted in the carbonate buffer to create the working solution
(50 µg mL−1). The solutions were kept refrigerated at 4 ◦C until use.

2.5. Enhanced Chemiluminescence Solution

A freshly prepared enhanced chemiluminescence solution (ECS) was prepared in
Tris-HCl buffer (0.1 M, pH 8.5). The ECS consisted of luminol (0.1 mM), hydrogen peroxide
(1 mM), and IMP (0.2 mM).

2.6. CLEIA Procedures and Data Analysis

By incubating 50 µL of the solution (1 µg mL−1) in the carbonate buffer solution for
1 h at 37 ◦C in a thermostatically controlled incubator, VEGF protein was passively coated
onto the internal surface of the microwells of 96-well high-binding white opaque plates.
The washing buffer solution was used to wash the plate wells three times (PBS-T). By
allowing 100 µL of blocking buffer solution (BSA, 2% w/v in PBS) to sit in the wells of
the assay plates for 0.5 h at 37 ◦C, the remaining protein-binding sites on the wells were
blocked. The plate was then cleaned with PBS-T three times. In each well of the test
plates, aliquots (50 µL) of the standard solution of BEV or BEV-spiked plasma samples
were added. The binding of BEV to the immobilized antigen (VEGF) was allowed to
proceed for 0.5 h at 37 ◦C. The wells were washed 3 times with PBS-T, and 50 µL of the
secondary enzyme-labelled antibody (HRP-IgG) solution (diluted 1:5000 in PBS) was added
to each well. At room temperature (25 ± 2 ◦C), HRP-IgG binding to the immunological
complex (mAb-antigen protein) was permitted to continue for one hour. After three PBS-T
washes, 200 µL of the CL substrate solution was applied to the plate wells. The microplate
reader assessed the CL intensities at 425 nm after allowing the luminol activation reaction
and CL development to run for 60 s at room temperature. The data were acquired using
Spectramax® software (Spectramax M5: Molecular Devices, CA, USA) and transformed
to Microsoft Excel 2016 (Microsoft Corporation, Washington, DC, USA) for fitting. The
calibration curve was constructed by plotting the CL intensities (as arbitrary units: AU)
versus the corresponding concentrations of BEV calibrator solutions. Concentrations of
BEV in the plasma samples were then derived by the linear regression equation.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Strategy for CLEIA Development

mAbs are very important in the immunotherapy of different types of cancers [34].
However, the patent rights of some currently used mAbs have already expired [35,36]
while those of others will expire in near future [37]. Expectedly, biosimilars and/or bio-
betters of these mAbs will be produced by many pharmaceutical companies. Therefore,
characterization and bioanalysis for the original drugs and their biosimilar products would
be necessary. Accordingly, there will be a serious need for a proper analytical tool for the
assessment of the pharmacokinetic parameters in bioequivalence studies for these drugs
and their therapeutic monitoring during therapy. The patent rights of BEV have recently
expired [35] and its biosimilars have started to be introduced. Due to these considerations,
BEV was chosen as the representative target analyte in the construction of the CLEIA de-
tailed in this article. BEV exerts its immunotherapeutic actions via the binding to VEGF [38].
Therefore, VEGF was chosen as an antigen for the capturing of BEV in the construction of
the suggested CLEIA. Many different immunoassay formats can be employed in the devel-
opment of the present CLEIA [39]. In previous studies [27,28], our laboratory developed
a non-competitive format-based ELISA for mAbs by using HRP/colorimetric substrate
for detection, and the results confirmed the reliability of the format [27]. Therefore, this
format was considered in this study. Since BEV is a mAb of IgG subtype, anti-human IgG
(whole molecules) conjugated with HRP enzyme was considered to reveal the binding BEV
to VEGF. The selection was also supported by our previous study which demonstrated the
successful use of HRP/colorimetric substrate in the development of ELISA for BEV [27].
Besides, HRP is the enzyme that has gained the greatest significance in the development
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of very sensitive CLEIAs. The intensity of HRP-based CL can be significantly enhanced
by several hundred/thousand folds upon the addition of another molecule as a CL en-
hancer. A variety of compounds have been used as signal enhancers in the development
of CLEIAs [40]. Enhanced chemiluminescent reactions mostly yield more intense, longer
lasting, and more stable light emission. The detection of numerous substances has been
carried out using this improved CL technique [41–43]. Previous studies revealed that the
use of 4-(imidazol-1-yl)phenol (IMP) as a CL enhancer provided more intense, prolonged,
and stable light emissions in developing CLEIA [44]. For these reasons, the HRP-luminol-
H2O2-IMP reaction was considered for its employment as a detection system in the CLEIA
described herein.

3.2. Description and Optimization of CLEIA

In the current study, a novel CLEIA for mAbs used in cancer immunotherapy is
described. Bevacizumab (BEV) is used as a representative example. Figure 1 illustrates
the general protocol of this CLEIA which is carried out in four steps: (A) immobilization
of the antigen (VEGF) onto internal surface of the assay plate and blocking the remaining
protein-binding sites existing on the surface of the wells with high concentration of BSA
solution; (B) binding of mAb (BEV) with its corresponding antigen (VEGF) that has been
coated onto the microwells of the assay plates; (C) binding of HRP-IgG to the antigen-mAb
complex formed onto the assay plate wells; (D) carrying out the enhanced CL-inducing
reaction by adding the CL substrate solution. The plate reader recorded the CL signals at
425 nm. The concentrations of the mAb in the sample solutions were correlated with the
observed signals.
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Figure 1. Illustrative diagram of the CLEIA for mAbs. (A) the antigen (VEGF) is immobilized onto
the inner surface of the microwells of the assay plate and blocked with BSA. (B) binding of mAb (BEV)
to the immobilized VEGF. (C) binding of HRP-IgG to the antigen-mAb complex. (D) development of
CL by the HRP-luminol-H2O2 reaction using the IMP as a CL enhancer. Abbreviations were: CLEIA,
chemiluminescence enzyme immunoassay; mAb, monoclonal antibody; VEGF, epidermal growth
factor receptor; BSA, bovine serum albumin; BEV, bevacizumab; IMP, 4-(imidazol-1-yl)phenol.

In our prior study [27], we optimized the settings for the binding of VEGF antigen,
blocking of the assay plate, binding of BEV mAb, and binding of HRP-IgG, which are all
listed in Table 1. In this study, the factors influencing the improved HRP-based CL-inducing
reaction are adjusted. The impacts of various parameters determining the reaction’s CL
intensity are discussed in the sections that follow.
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Table 1. A summary for the optimized parameters/conditions of the binding reactions used for
development of the proposed CLEIA for BEV.

Parameter/Condition Optimum Value

Antigen protein VEGF
Antigen concentration (µg mL−1) 1

Coating time (h)/temperature (◦C) 0.5/37
Blocking with BSA: time (h)/temperature (◦C) 0.5/37

Binding of mAb: time (h)/temperature (◦C) 0.5/37
Enzyme-IgG conjugate HRP-IgG

Dilution of HRP-IgG (fold) 5000
Binding of HRP-IgG: time (h)/temperature (◦C) 0.5/25

3.2.1. Chemiluminescence Reaction

HRP catalyzes the reaction between luminol (as a hydrogen donor) and hydrogen
peroxide (H2O2, as an oxidant and hydrogen acceptor). The excited-state oxidation product
decays during the oxidation of luminol, which results in the emission of light energy
(CL). In the presence of IMP acting as a CL enhancer, the intensity of the transmitted
CL is increased. The chemical composition of IMP and the mechanism of the increased
HRP-luminol-H2O2 reaction are both provided in Figure 2. It is believed that the primary
cause of the CL promotive effect caused by the electron transfer between luminol, and
radicals was the production of the phenoxyl radical of IMP. Based on earlier research with
other 4-substituted phenols [45], we hypothesized that the electronic properties of the
substituents, specifically the magnitude of the resonance effect, play a crucial role in radical
stabilization and, consequently, in the improvement of chemiluminescent intensity. The
IMP’s 4-substituent, which has an aromatic ring and nitrogen heteroatoms, may be able
to stabilize the phenoxyl radicals through resonance via π-delocalization. Furthermore,
electron-donating groups stabilize phenoxyl radicals by reducing the energy required for
the O-H bond to dissociate. So, we assumed that this was the cause of IMP’s ability to
improve CL intensity the most effectively.
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3.2.2. Effect of Concentrations of Luminol, IMP and H2O2

In order to evaluate the effect of the luminol on the CL intensity, different concentra-
tions (0–0.5 mM) of luminol were prepared in the ECS containing constant concentrations
of H2O2 and IMP (1 and 0.2 mM, respectively) of the CL intensity (as arbitrary units) was
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measured for each concentration. The results (Figure 3A) demonstrated that the maximum
CL intensity was obtained when the concentration of luminol was 0.1 mM.
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To study the impact of IMP concentration on the CL intensity, a similar set of trials were
performed utilizing various concentrations (0–0.5 mM) of IMP and fixed concentrations
of luminol and H2O2 (0.1 and 1 mM, respectively). The results (Figure 3A) demonstrated
that the maximum CL intensity was obtained when the concentration of IMP was 0.2 mM.
Accordingly, the concentrations of luminol and IMP used for subsequent experiments were
0.1 and 0.2 mM, respectively.

The impact of H2O2 concentration in ECS on the CL intensity has been studied using
varying concentrations 0.1–3.5 mM of H2O2, while the concentrations of luminol and IMP
in the ECS were constant. It was discovered that up to 1 mM of H2O2, the CL intensity
increases in tandem with the increase in H2O2 concentrations, beyond which the CL
intensity decreases (Figure 3B). According to this result, the H2O2 concentration used for
carrying out the subsequent experiments was selected.

3.2.3. Effect of pH and Organic Solvent Content in ECS

The effect of pH of buffer solutions on the enhanced CL was tested in the range of 6–11.
Britton-Robinson buffer was used for pH values of 6–6.5 and 9.5–11. However, Tris-HCl
buffer was used in the range of pH values of pH 7–9. The pH values mentioned here are
the pH of the buffer solution before addition of the other reagents, and these values did
not change upon adding the reagents of ECS solution (luminol, H2O2, and IMP) with their
concentrations (Table 2). Moreover, it is wise to mention that the activity of immobilized
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HRP (bound to the antigen-mAb complex) had higher stability under harsh pH conditions
(acid and alkaline) compared to that of the free HRP enzymes. Therefore, the pH study
described herein is focused on the CL signal generation by components other than HRP
enzyme. These results revealed that the IM-HRP enzymes were more resistant to changes
in the pH. The amplification of CL was carried out with luminol, H2O2, and IMP included.
The findings (Figure 4A) showed that the pH range between 8 and 9 produced the highest
CL intensity. The pH value of 8.5 was chosen for all of the studies that came after. The
enhancers, including IMP, must first be pre-dissolved in an organic solvent because they
are typically difficult to dissolve in aqueous CL systems. Only dimethylformamide (DMF)
can dissolve IMP. Hence, the influence of DMF concentration in the ECS on the CL intensity
was researched between 1% and 60%. However, when the content of DMF is greater than
10%, the effect CL intensity decreased. It was discovered that the presence of DMF in
the ECS (up to 10%) had no adverse effect on the CL intensity (Figure 4B). It is widely
known that IMP may precipitate in the ECS and the CL intensity will decrease if the DMF
concentration in the buffer is too low. Additionally, if the amount of DMF in the ECS is too
high, it might have an impact on the activity of HRP bound to the assay plate wells and
reduce the CL intensity. Accordingly, the concentration of DMF used in preparing the ECS
for the subsequent experiments was 2%. This concentration was adequate to avoid any
precipitation for IMP in the ECS and had no harmful effect on the activity of HRP.

Table 2. Effect of ECS additives on the pH values of buffer solutions.

pH of Buffer Solution pH of ECS Solutions

6 6
6.5 6.5
7 7

7.6 7.6
8 8

8.5 8.5
9 9

9.5 9.5
10 10

10.6 10.6
11 11

3.2.4. Effect of ECS Volume

The proper volume of ECS was adjusted through carrying out the CL-developing
reaction using different volumes of the ECS (50, 100, 150 and 200 µL/well) and the CL
responses were measured, and RSD of the readings were calculated. The results demon-
strated that the CL intensity increased, in linear proportion, with the volume of ECS. The
linear regression equation was:

Y = 0.005 + 0.0052X (r = 0.9997)

where Y, X, and r are the CL intensity, volume of ECS (µL), and the linearity correlation
coefficient, respectively. It was also observed that the precision of the readings, expressed
as RSD values, decrease as the volume increases. These calculated RSD values were
15.15%, 11.11%, 6.1%, and 3.8% when the ECS volumes were 50, 100, 150, and 200 µL/well,
respectively. In conclusion, the lowest RSD value (3.8%) was obtained when 200 µL/well
was used. It wise to mention that volumes larger than 200 µL/well were not tested because
the maximum volume capacity of the well of the assay plates was 250 µL. To keep the
convenient manipulation of the plates, 200 µL was used. Accordingly, this volume was
used in all the subsequent experiments.
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3.2.5. Kinetic Profile of Enhanced CL Reaction

In general, the kinetic profile of the CL-producing reaction depends on the rate of
generation of the CL-emitting species and also the rate of formation of the final product [46].
The CL emission usually reaches its maximum value quickly subsequent to reaction ini-
tiation, remaining stable for a while and then declining slowly due to the decay of the
species in the excited state to that of the ground state under these analytical conditions. For
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construction of an assay with the highest possible sensitivity, the measurements should be
performed at the time of maximum CL signal and before a significant decay. In the current
work, the kinetic profile of the enhanced CL-reaction was evaluated by monitoring the CL
signals for 210 s from the reaction initiation. It was found that the maximum CL signals
were obtained in the time range of 45–75 s, then started to decline slowly (Figure 4C).
Besides, measuring the signals at 60 s gave better reading precision (lower RSD values). In
light of these findings, all future investigations assessed CL signals at 60 s.

In Table 3, an overview of the variables influencing the enhanced CL reaction utilized
as the detection system in the suggested CLEIA for mAbs is provided.

Table 3. A summary for the optimization of the factors affecting the enhanced CL reaction used as
detection system in the proposed CLEIA for BEV.

Parameter/Condition Optimum Value

Luminol concentration (mM) 0.1
H2O2 concentration (mM) 2
IMP concentration (mM) 0.2

pH of ECS (pH unit) 8.5
Concentration of DMF in ECS (%, v/v) 2

Volume of ECS (µL/well) 200
CL development time (s) 60

CL measurement wavelength (nm) 425

3.3. Validation of the CLEIA
3.3.1. Sensitivity and Working Range

Under the optimized assay protocol and enhanced CL detection system (Tables 1 and 2,
respectively), standard calibrator solutions of BEV of various concentrations (0–400 pg mL−1)
were analyzed and the CL signals were generated. The obtained CL signals of the BEV
standard solutions were correlated versus their corresponding BEV concentrations and linear
regression analysis of the data was carried out. It was discovered that the CL intensity linked
in a good way (correlation coefficient, r = 0.9982) with the BEV concentrations (Figure 5A) in
the range of 10–400 pg mL−1. The regression equation was: Y = 0.0284 + 0.0052X, where Y is
the CL intensity (×103) and X is the concentration of BEV in pg mL−1. Table 4 lists the linear
fitted variables that were determined.
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containing varying concentrations of BEV by the proposed CLEIA. The presented values are mean of
3 determinations ± SD.
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Table 4. Results linear regression analysis and validation parameters of the proposed CLEIA for BEV.

Parameter Value

Working range (pg mL−1) 10–400
Intercept 28.4

Standard deviation of intercept 14.68
Slope 5.2

Standard deviation of slope 1.4
Correlation coefficient (r) 0.9982

LOD (pg mL−1) 9.3
LOQ (pg mL−1) 28.2

According to the International Council of Harmonization’s (ICH) recommendations
for validating analytical techniques, the limit of detection (LOD) and limit of quantification
(LOQ) of the CLEIA were established [47]. The formula utilized was as follows: LOD or
LOQ = ×SDa/b; Where × = 3.3 for LOD and 10 for LOQ, SDa is the standard deviation of
the intercept, and b is the slope. The LOD and LOQ were found to be 9.3 and 28.2 pg mL−1,
respectively. This high sensitivity of the present CLEIA enables BEV quantitation in
biological samples including plasma, even after ~1 million dilution fold, as the recorded
average maximum concentration of BEV in plasma was 323 µg mL−1 [48].

Figure 5A displays the precision profile that was generated utilizing the calibration
solution results after being examined in three repetitions. The assay’s entire working range
(10–400 pg mL−1) had RSD% values under 10%.

3.3.2. Precision and Accuracy

By analyzing three replicates of every sample as a batch in a single assay run, the
intra-assay precision of the CLEIA was assessed at various BEV concentration levels
(25–300 pg mL−1). Identical samples were examined as duplicates in three successive
independent runs to evaluate the inter-assay precision. The assay provided satisfactory
precision in accordance with the criteria for immunoassay validation [49]. The RSD was not
greater than 5.2% and 6.1% for the intra-assay and inter-assay precisions, correspondingly
(Table 5). We primarily credited the utilization of a high concentration of VEGF protein
immobilized on the assay plate as a capture agent for BEV for the proposed CLEIA’s
excellent precision. This circumstance made the proposed CLEIA precision depend only
on the concentrations of the BEV and HRP-based enhanced CL-producing reaction, whose
ECS solution was dispended with high precision.

Table 5. Precision and accuracy of the proposed CLEIA for BEV.

Intra-Assay Precision Inter-Assay Precision

Spiked
Concentration

(pg mL−1)

Measured
Concentration

(pg mL−1)

Recovery
(% ± RSD)

Spiked
Concentration

(pg mL−1)

Measured
Concentration

(pg mL−1)

Recovery
(% ± RSD)

25 25.9 103.5 ± 5.2 25 26.4 105.4 ± 6.1
50 50.9 101.8 ± 3.8 50 48.4 96.8 ± 5.7
100 97.6 97.6 ± 3.4 100 95.7 95.7 ± 4.8
200 192.4 96.2 ± 3.5 200 209.6 104.8 ± 4.2
300 313.2 104.4 ± 4.9 300 318.6 106.2 ± 5.4

Mean 100.7 ± 3.6 Mean 101.8 ± 5.1

By measuring the recovery of different BEV concentrations (ranging from 25 to 300 pg mL−1)
spiked in plasma samples diluted with PBS solution, the proposed CLEIA’s accuracy was evaluated.
The obtained recovery values were 96.2–104.4 (with mean value of 100.7 ± 3.6%) and 95.7–106.2
(with mean value of 101.8 ± 5.1%) for the intra-assay and inter-assay runs, respectively (Table 5).
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Such recovery values demonstrated the efficacy of the proposed CLEIA for BEV, as a representative
example of mAbs, in accordance with the requirements of immunoassay validation [49].

3.3.3. Effect of Plasma Matrix

The suggested analysis was created to quantify mAbs in plasma samples. Hence, it
was important to investigate how the plasma matrix affected the assay’s accuracy to prevent
false positives or unfavorable outcomes when the assay was applied to plasma samples.
In this study, drug-free plasma samples were spiked with BEV in a concentration range
which is normally present in patient’s plasma, as reported in a previous study [48]. This
concentration range was 10–300 µg mL−1. Those samples were subjected to analysis for
their BEV content after being serially diluted with PBS to get their concentrations within the
planned CLEIA’s working range. The matrix effect was assessed using the recovery level
calculated with the calibration curve generated with standard solutions of BEV prepared
PBS. The obtained recovery values as a function of their corresponding concentrations
are shown in Figure 5B. It is obvious that the recovery percentage values were around
100% and the standard deviations values did not increase 10%. These results showed
that the plasma matrix had no influence, either positive or negative, on the proposed
CLEIA’s accuracy for routine use on diluted plasma samples. It is important to note that
the therapeutic concentrations of BEV in plasma have been reported to be in the range of
10–323 µg mL−1 [48].

As a result, plasma samples usually containing these large concentrations (measured
in µg-scale) must be diluted with PBS at a rate of about 1,000,000,000-fold in order to
achieve BEV concentrations within the assay’s working range (LOQ was 28.2 pg mL−1).
Prior to analysis, a high level of plasma dilution was necessary, which allowed the use of
relatively small patient plasma samples; 1 µL of plasma was adequate for dilution with
PBS for analysis by the proposed CLEIA. The use of very small plasma samples made the
assay convenient when applied in clinical laboratories.

3.4. Comparison of the Proposed CLEIA with Previous ELISA

Different ELISAs with varying levels of sensitivity (different LOQ values) have been
established for quantitation of BEV in different matrices [27,29]. The values of reported
LOD of these ELISAs were in the range of 0.05–1.28 ng mL−1. The differences in the re-
ported achieved LOD values were due to the enzyme labels/enzyme substrates employed
in the assay development. The LOD of the proposed CLEIA was 9.3 pg mL−1. These
data specified that the proposed CLEIA sensitivity for BEV is greater than previous im-
munoassays by ~138-folds. This high sensitivity can open a new era of investigations on
the pharmacodynamics of mAbs on the cellular level.

Predetermined nominated doses (5–80 ng mL−1) of BEV were added (spiked) to
plasma samples and subsequently, these spiked samples were analyzed by the reported
ELISA [27] along with the proposed CLEIA in order to assess the analytical performance
of the CLEIA with the pre-validated existing ELISA. The nominated varying BEV con-
centrations were chosen based on the reported sensitivity level of the ELISA. Because the
proposed CLEIA has much higher sensitivity than ELISA, the samples were necessarily
diluted with PBS to make their concentrations in the working range of the proposed CLEIA.
The concentrations measured by ELISA were plotted versus their corresponding values
obtained from the proposed CLEIA. Regression analysis of the results was performed, and
the results revealed the good agreement between the two methods:

Y = 4.0172 + 0.9232 X (r = 0.9904).

where Y, X, and r represent the BEV concentrations measured by the proposed CLEIA
(in pg mL−1), BEV concentrations measured by the reported ELISA (in ng mL−1), and the
linearity correlation coefficient, respectively. The intercept of correlation was 4.0172, which
indicates that the concentrations obtained by CLEIA are always higher by 4.0172 (pg mL−1).
However, this value was very low when expressed as a percentage of the higher concentra-
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tions measured by ELISA (ng mL−1 scale). Moreover, the good correlation coefficient (0.9904)
of the equation was confirmative of the comparative accuracy of the proposed CLEIA with
the pre-validated ELISA.

4. Conclusions

The development and validation of a very sensitive and selective CLEIA for the
estimation of therapeutic mAbs in plasma samples were detailed in this study using BEV as
a model drug. The use of IMP as a CL enhancer led to a significant improvement in the CL
intensity produced by the HRP-luminol-H2O2 reaction, which ultimately contributed to the
assay’s high sensitivity by allowing for the exact and precise quantitation of BEV in plasma
samples at concentrations as low as 28.2 pg mL−1. Due to the assay’s great sensitivity, very
small plasma sample volumes (~1 µL) can be used for analysis, which may open in a new
era of pharmacodynamic studies at the cellular level.

A batch of several hundred samples can be processed every day by one analyst thanks
to the proposed CLEIA’s methods. Due to this characteristic, the proposed CLEIA is a
potent tool for the high throughput analysis of plasma samples in the study of different
pharmaceutical fields, including pharmacodynamics, pharmacokinetics, and therapeutic
drug monitoring during immunotherapy, as well as for evaluating the biological equiva-
lencies in the discovery of biosimilar or biobetter mAbs. The assay was developed and
validated for the study of BEV, but it may be modified to analyze any mAb as far as a par-
ticular antigen is provided, and the optimum binding conditions are established according
to that particular antigen and antibody.
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